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Abstract11

The 14th annual Bioinformatics Open Source Conference (BOSC) was held in Berlin in July 2013,12

bringing together over 100 bioinformatics researchers, developers and users of open source software.13

Since its inception in 2000, BOSC has been organised as a Special Interest Group (SIG) satellite meeting14

preceding the large International Conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology (ISMB), which15

is the annual meeting of the International Society for Computational Biology (ISCB). BOSC provides16

bioinformatics developers with a forum for communicating the results of their latest efforts to the wider17

research community, and a focused environment for developers and users to interact and share ideas about18

standards, software development practices, and practical techniques for solving bioinformatics problems.19

As in previous years, BOSC 2013 was preceded by a Codefest, a two day hackathon that brings together20

bioinformatics open source project developers and members of the community and allows them to work21

collaboratively and achieve greater interoperability between tools developed by different groups.22

The session topics at BOSC 2013 included several that have been popular in previous years, including23

Cloud and Parallel Computing, Visualization, Software Interoperability, Genome-scale Data Manage-24

ment, and a session for updates on ongoing open source projects, as well as two new sessions: Transla-25

tional Bioinformatics, recognizing the growing use of computational biology in medical applications, and26

Open Science and Reproducible Research. Open Science, a movement dedicated to making all aspects27

of scientific knowledge production freely available for reuse and extension, not only validates published28

results by allowing others to reproduce them, but also accelerates the pace of scientific discovery by29

enabling researchers to more efficiently build on previous work, rather than having to reinvent tools and30

reassemble data sets.31

BOSC typically features two keynote talks by researchers who are influential in some aspect of open32

source bioinformatics. Our first keynote talk this year was by Cameron Neylon, the Advocacy Director33

for the Public Library of Science (PLOS), who is a prominent advocate for open science. He discussed34

the cultural issues that are hindering open science, and how openness in scientific collaborations can35

generate impact. Our second keynote speaker, Sean Eddy, who is perhaps best known as the author of36

the HMMER software suite, began his keynote talk with an inspiring history of how he got involved in37

bioinformatics and proceeded to argue that dedicating effort to thorough engineering in tool development,38

which is often shunned as incremental, can become the key to creating a lasting impact.39

With the increasing reliance of more and more fields of biology on computational tools to manage40

and analyze their data, BOSC is well positioned to stay relevant to life science, and thus life scientists,41

for many years to come.42
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1 Introduction43

In July 2013, over 100 bioinformatics researchers, developers and users of open source software gathered44

in Berlin, Germany, to attend the 14th annual Bioinformatics Open Source Conference (BOSC, http:45

//www.open-bio.org/wiki/BOSC_2013). Since its inception in 2000, BOSC has provided bioinformatics46

developers with a forum for communicating the results of their latest efforts to the wider research community,47

and a focused environment for developers and users to interact and share ideas about standards, software48

development practices, and practical techniques for solving bioinformatics problems.49

BOSC began as a relatively informal meeting in 2000 at the University of California, San Diego, held in50

conjunction with the International Conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology (ISMB) meeting.51

At the time, the concept of open source itself was far from mainstream in scientific software development.52

BOSC was a response to the need for a regular face-to-face gathering and knowledge exchange opportunity53

for the nascent bioinformatics developer communities around the rapidly growing BioPerl (Stajich et al.,54

2002), Biopython (Cock et al., 2009) and BioJava (Holland et al., 2008) projects. In part to establish a55

financial sponsor of BOSC, leaders of those communities one year later incorporated the Open Bioinformat-56

ics Foundation (OBF, http://www.open-bio.org/) as an umbrella organization supporting infrastructure57

needs of its member projects. Since then, BOSC has been held every year as an official Special Interest58

Group (SIG) meeting preceding the annual ISMB conference.59

Although in the time since BOSC’s early years software sharing as open source code has gained wide60

acceptance, the size of the audience attracted by the event has remained strong. The bioinformatics projects61

and communities that present and meet at BOSC have expanded well beyond the founding OBF member62

projects, and its thematic areas of emphasis can change from year to year to respond to emerging trends and63

new bioinformatics challenges. Nonetheless, the overall subject of the conference, and its core open-source64

commitment, have remained consistent since its founding years.65

2 BOSC 2013 Topics66

The session topics this year included several that have been popular in previous years, including Cloud and67

Parallel Computing, Visualization, Software Interoperability, Genome-scale Data Management, and a session68

for updates on ongoing open source projects. BOSC also featured two new sessions this year: Open Science69

and Reproducible Research (discussed below), and Translational Bioinformatics, recognizing the growing use70

of computational biology in medical applications.71

The dedicated Open Source Bioinformatics Project Update session provides an avenue for ongoing projects72

to present highlights of their latest capabilities and other community news. By necessity, many of these are73

bound to be incremental in nature, and providing a forum where these are nonetheless welcome has been a74

unique role of BOSC from the beginning. As discussed in the Panel Session, this service provides value to75

the community, because conference presentations are a metric for the recognition of software development76

efforts. This year two OBF-affiliated Bio* projects gave updates. The BioRuby (Goto et al., 2010) talk77

focused on the increased community interest in their new BioGem modularization system (Bonnal et al.,78

2012), while the Biopython talk focused on Python 2 to Python 3 transition plans.79

Slides from all of the presentations are available from the BOSC website, along with some of the posters.80

This year, for the first time, video recordings are also available for selected talks, including the keynotes and81

panel discussion.82

3 Keynotes83

Each day of BOSC traditionally starts off with a keynote talk by a person of influence in open source84

bioinformatics. Our first keynote this year was by Cameron Neylon, the Advocacy Director for the Public85

Library of Science, who is a prominent advocate for open science. Neylon discussed the cultural issues86

that are hindering open science, and spoke about the potential of openness in scientific collaborations for87
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generating impact, which he summarized in what has since been dubbed the “Neylon Equation”. In this88

equation, the probability of work having an impact rises proportional to both the interest it generates and89

the number of people reached, but is inversely proportional to the “friction”, or obstacles to using the work.90

Our second keynote speaker, Sean Eddy, a group leader at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute’s Janelia91

Farm, who is perhaps best known as the author of the HMMER software suite, began his keynote talk with92

an inspiring history of how he got involved in bioinformatics. He proceeded to argue from his own experience93

and practices how dedicating effort to thorough engineering in tool development, which is often shunned as94

incremental, can become the key to creating a lasting impact.95

4 Panel Discussion96

To stimulate discussion on important controversial or multifaceted topics, BOSC has for several years in-97

cluded a panel, in which panelists representing a range of viewpoints answer questions from the audience.98

This year’s panel was on Strategies for Funding and Maintaining Open Source Software. It was led by mod-99

erator Brad Chapman, with panelists Peter Cock (The James Hutton Institute), Sean Eddy (Janelia Farm),100

Carole Goble (University of Manchester), Scott Markel (Accelyrs), and Jean Peccoud (Virginia Bioinformat-101

ics Institute) together spanning a range of academic and commercial perspectives.102

To secure continued funding for a software project, researchers must be able to demonstrate its impact.103

The panelists agreed that traditional publications, and tracking their citations, still play an important role104

in publicizing and demonstrating the use of one’s software, but they are not the only metric for impact.105

Panelist Sean Eddy described the “Deletion Phenotype” to evaluate research impact: were a researcher’s106

work to be deleted from the scientific record, would there be an observable “phenotype”, i.e., impact on the107

field? The panel explored ways to quantify usage of one’s software as a measure of impact. Social coding108

sites such as GitHub and BitBucket leverage distributed version control systems to record a network of109

contributors, a direct proxy for uptake. Similarly, mailing list or web-forum activity can reflect the vitality110

of a community. Metrics such as download counts or user tracking are still useful, but more critical is111

showing the specific impact of the work on research. Aside from tracking citation, this is primarily achieved112

by successful use cases, often appended to grant applications as letters of support. Panelist Carole Goble113

suggested that to open future funding opportunities, lobbying of government agencies is important, including114

advocating for the categorization of scientific software as infrastructure and, in consequence, the costs of115

software development as a capital expenditure.116

5 Codefest117

The BOSC Codefest brings together open source project developers and the community, providing the118

chance to work collaboratively for two days prior to the conference. Over 30 developers participated in119

this year’s Codefest, hosted by Humboldt-Universitt zu Berlin (Möller et al., 2013). Meeting in person120

is a valuable complement to traditional online distributed teamwork, allowing more intensive discussions121

and social bonding that continues into the BOSC meeting. Projects accomplished by attendees included the122

extension of existing open-source tools, development of standards for provenance tracking, and integration of123

infrastructure management, visualization and parallelization frameworks (Chapman, 2013). A key outcome124

was increased interoperability between tools, an essential component of doing large scale science in rapidly125

evolving research areas.126

6 From Open Source to Open Science127

In contrast to common practice in bioinformatics during the early years of BOSC a decade ago, it has almost128

become a norm for cutting edge bioinformatics tools to be released under an open source licence. Some129

journals in the field even make it a prerequisite for publication that authors make their source code available130

(Prlić & Lapp, 2012). With software being increasingly important in all areas of science, the principles131
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of open source software have served as a fundamental building block for Open Science. Open Science is a132

movement dedicated to making all aspects of scientific knowledge production freely available for reuse and133

extension, including scientific data, methods, and analyses.134

In response to the increasing traction that this movement has gained, including in the life sciences, BOSC135

has, for the first time, included this year a session devoted explicitly to Open Science. One of the objectives of136

Open Science is the wider issue of making published research reproducible. Aside from openness in software137

licensing, this also includes openness of data, and unhindered access to scientific papers themselves (Open138

Access). When researchers can freely access publications and the source code and data that support them,139

it becomes possible for them to recreate the steps that the authors went through to reach their conclusions,140

and to then go beyond them. In this way, Open Science not only stands to provide the value of validating141

published results by recreating them, but also to accelerate the pace of scientific discovery, by enabling142

researchers to more effectively build on the results of previous work, rather than having to reinvent tools143

and reassemble data sets.144

7 The Future of BOSC145

With the increasing reliance of more and more fields of biology on computational tools to manage and analyze146

their data, BOSC seems assured to stay relevant to life science, and thus life scientists. In fact, conceptually147

similar events aimed at fostering community and knowledge exchange around open software and standards148

have sprung up in other fields of biology, such as the meetings of the Genomics Standards Consortium (GSC)149

(http://gensc.org) for the metagenomics community, and the Informatics for Evolution, Phylogenetics, and150

Biodiversity (iEvoBio) Conference for evolution, ecology, and biodiversity science (http://ievobio.org).151

The arrangement of holding BOSC as a SIG of the much larger ISMB meeting has had considerable benefits,152

both for attendees, many of whom also attend ISMB or other SIGs, as well as for the organizers of BOSC,153

who do not need to worry about on-the-ground and registration logistics. There may be opportunities in154

future years to facilitate cross-pollination with other biological informatics communities also faced with Big155

Data challenges by occasionally holding BOSC jointly with the meetings of those communities typically not156

represented among the ISMB audience.157
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